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In august 2018 I wrote and published an article with the title “after graduation what next”, a
copy was posted on nairaland and it made FrontPage. The comments and contributions still make
me somber and my heart pours out to the ordinary young person on the street who has no “father
in Abraham”
Life after graduation seems a mystery, especially to those who went into school and spent all
their time striving after CGPA (there's nothing wrong with that), but it turns out life after school
has little to do with graduating with a good CGPA. I wish I had this knowledge when I was a
fresher.
Convocation ceremonies take place every year and ready or not young men and women would be
ejected from our tertiary institutions and pumped into the labor market. So I thought of a gift that
would benefit every serious minded fresh graduate, a gift of knowledge. And if you’re still in
school consider this as an eye opener.
Once upon a time it was matriculation now it’s convocation. For many this marks the end of
pocket money. Having 21st century knowledge and skills would most likely point you to your
next source of income.
The joy and euphoria of the higher institution often begins with the news of admission especially
after a long wait. Then comes matriculation day, the gown, smiles, photos etc. an enlargement of
your matric photo probably became the centerpiece in the family house living room.
After then school life begins and the battle for grades, friends and social approval kicks off.
Lectures, tests, parties, events, fellowship etc.
The Novelty soon fades away and school life quickly becomes a routine, over time we lose track
of why were in school as other priorities begin to take Centre-stage. We soon forget that we are in
school to develop meaningful skills and to learn to earn a living.
Sooner or later, convocation day comes around. Your school produces a fat list of 1500 graduands,
all to be ejected into the harsh Nigerian labor market to join thousands of other unemployed
graduates. Hundreds if not thousands have the same exact qualifications as you, Hundreds if not
thousands have even better grades than you. How do you stand out from the crowd? What gives
you an edge?

So here is a gift for you, something to help you stand out from the crowd;
few skills you can learn to give you an edge as a fresh graduate:

1. Communication skill
2. Social media
3. Graphics design
4. Online marketing
5. Animation
6. programming
7. Microsoft package
8. Content Creation
9. Video Editing and Photography
10. Data science
11. Reading

Disclaimer; these skills are not a short-cut or a sure bet, but with at least one of these
in your arsenal, you have a better fighting chance in the Nigerian job market.
So without further ado, I present 10 skills that would help you yourself and live
your dream even as a fresh graduate the eleventh is a bonus. Enjoy the read.

Communication skills

The first skill you should learn is communication
communication is simply your ability to convey your thoughts, ideas, feelings and knowledge to
another person in an understandable and non-offensive way. How you communicate can make or
mar your work and personal relationships.
We need to learn and master the act of effective communication if we want to have a meaningful
relationship with people. Learn a bit of psychology, Learn the act of public speaking, learn a
foreign language to better your communication skills
Communication isn’t just about talking. It’s a process of interaction and listening, taking into
account Every gesture, sign, body language, tone and much more.
Bulk of life changing ideas sometimes spring from simple conversations.

Social Media

The joy of social media is its ability to take away boredom. But if funny videos, connecting with
friends and family and chatting with strangers which is all awesome is all you do with social media
then you’ve got to rethink.
Social media has gone past the level of that, it has become a stream of passive icome for those that
know how to mine the gold in it.
So asides chatting and clicking funny images how can I make something out of social media? Am
sure the word “Ads” isn’t new to you, if it is, Ads is a short form for advertisements and with
improvement in technology companies don’t need the giant billboard to promote their services, it
can now be done digitally on social media.
Facebook, Instagram and now WhatsApp have become the most frequently used social media
applications, Facebook has about 2.4 billion active users monthly, Instagram has about 1 billon
active users monthly, and WhatsApp has over 1.5 billion monthly users. With these kind of
numbers most companies and business owners run their adverts on social media and since they
can’t do all of it themselves they look for able hands.
So lets’ say you have learnt and mastered the skill of social media advertisement, you can then
become the social media marketer for a large company. And news has it that there is a plan to
introduce ads on WhatsApp stories so get learning. And if you can’t run adds, you can still use
your activeness, and writing skills on social media to be a social media manager for firms or
individuals who have no time to. Either way you get rewarded for doing what you like.

Graphics Design

Have you wondered how simple flyers, billboard posts, e-flyers and high quality images come
about? graphics design is the use of typography, photography and illustrations to conduct visual
communication.
The art sometimes seems like rocket science, i used to think so until I got closer. While its looks
like a super human ability from afar, its actually something anyone can learn with just passion and
the right motivation.
Doing graphics involves learning to use apps such as adobe illustrator, Photoshop and the likes
which require the use of a laptop; sad news if you don’t own one. But there is good news, there
are smart phone apps that one can use to do amazing graphics design such as canva, flyermaker
etc. And with the right amount of creativity and practice the output is usually amazing. It is also
very easy to learn.
So there is no excuse, if you don’t have a laptop at least you have a smartphone, you can start your
graphics design journey with it. Mr. Peter Anyin an awesome graphics designer and programmer
i know said, some 10years ago no one wanted to get married to a young guy with the portfolio of
graphics designer but now it’s a thing of pride to introduce yourself as one.lol.
And if you are already good with graphics you can upgrade to UX and UI design.

Online Marketing

The internet of things has brought everything to our finger tips, even the physical shops now buy
space online to do business. But with this comes another gap to be filled. For business to be done
online, customers need to visit the online store, and how do you get customers to visit if not through
visibility. To get visibility, word of such business has to spread to every nook and cranny of socialmedia, forums, emails and the internet as a whole.
This need is the birthplace of Affiliate marketing, digital marketing and the likes whereby you get
a reward or commission for any successful sale done through your channel. So let say you get 5%
commission for a successful sale 200k engineered by you that 10k spotless.
The joy of online marketing is that it spreads to virtually all sectors, everything can be marketed
online, real estate, cars, fashion, electronics etc.
And with growth in the internet of things you can lunch into online businesses such as mini
importation, learn how to import from cheap site and how to ship them to your location at barest
minimum, you can also learn forex trading or what they call currency trade. Recently the Federal
Government encouraged the involvement of youth in Forex trading. And the joy of the learning
process is that you can practice with virtual cash and only invest when you have gained mastery.

Animation

With the increasing impatience of the average internet user, reading long black and white text has
become less desirable, and with social media algorithms written to rank videos over images and
text has presented a new niche.
Traditionally animation is a method of image manipulation to create the illusion of motion when
shown in sequence. Just like graphics design it requires keen attention to details, creativity and the
right motivation, it isn’t rocket science the problem is, are you ready to learn.
Animation can be done on laptop but in the absent of a laptop it can also be done on smartphone
using some app such a plotagon, office girl and the likes.
You can get paid for creating awesome:
⮚ 2D and 3D Explainer video
⮚ Whiteboard animation
⮚ And lot more.

Programming

I’ve always thought of if there’s a way to make form filling and data collection easier and faster
using computers. There is indeed a way, but I am handicapped by my inability to create a code to
run it.
Just like humans, machines have their own way of communication, a language that you can use to
instruct a computer to perform specific tasks for you. There are basic languages such as the popular
C++, Java, Python. (not the pyton in the operation python dance... lol.)
In this century and decade where machines are taking over people’s jobs, what’s better than a job
instructing machines.
You can learn a language and be good at it, use it to solve problems. It’s not Aramaic or some
ancient language, it’s symbols, vocabularies and simple command protocols the computer
understands and uses to get your job done.
And if you think you can never be that good at coding, how about web design? With some platform
like WordPress you might not need to write any code at all, just drag and drop what you desire and
you will have an amazing website ready for use.
If that is also too hard, how about learning to optimize websites for increased visibility on google,
it is called SEO (Search Engine Optimization). Website owners would pay good money to get this
job done.

Content creation.

I always thought of the art writing as a gift and talent only, until recently I got to see that the act
of writing can be taught, learnt and mastered by any ready and willing person.
Different forms of writing are in demand today these include;
Copy Writing
Short Story
Blog Post
Social Media Post
E-book Compilation and lots more.
Most companies want to sell and sales requires the services of a copy writer who can write amazing
and catchy text that will arouse customer interest, Blogs use short story writers to make their
audience come back for more etc.
Whatever area you chose, learn the rudiments and grow in it. Writing is like painting, you can
always learn to paint better.

Video editing and Photography

What is the visual world without proper arrangement, manipulation and sorting to give that perfect
final production you desire? Video editing is another skill you can acquire to position you for the
decade even as a fresh graduate. After a rough or long shoot, they bring the video/pictures to the
desk of the editor to assemble and create video of any complexity.
In doing this, different software has been developed to help carry out this task both on desktop and
smartphone.
Video pad, blender etc. are examples of desktop based, while for smartphone we have the likes of
viva video, inshot etc. So either way you can start with the gadget you have.
Photography
I heard a quote one time, it says “the world is empty its only our memories that give it context”
and what better way is there to saves our memories than with pictures.
Photography has been improving since the invention of the first camera to this era of digital
cameras. A path in photography with the right plan is a good one; First for the love of it and then
for the making ends meet part.
You can learn and be schooled in photography; right angle, position, coloration, exposure etc.
Virtually everyday life needs photography, events of all sort, wilde life, nature and anything can
be ‘snapped’ and with the right context and editing skills a payout won’t be far away.

Microsoft package

In this digital age virtually every office has a desktop not just for decoration but for the ease it
brings to work. From typing on word, to data sorting in excel and presentation on PowerPoint, the
Microsoft office has become an indispensable tool in everyday work.
So you might say, no need to learn a skill, as a fresh graduate all i want after service is a white
collar job. Great idea, but to be effective you need at least an average knowledge on the Microsoft
package.
Improve on your typing skills, learn how to carry out basic calculations and computations on excel,
know how to arrange your slides on power point so you can give killer presentations for your firm.
Most employer require it from potential employee even if not expressly stated.

Data science

Ever wonder how large data as much as a country survey is analyzed and presented in a form that
we can grab it in a flash or let me downscale a bit, ever wonder how u-report come up with the
percentage and interpretation after me and you give random responses? It all about data science
At the heart of business, computer science and Math’s/statistics is data science which is the ability
to understand and analyze actual phenomena using data, translating the gibberish digits to
meaningful information fit for use in research, business and much more, thus as a data scientist,
one is an indispensable asset in the computing.
For example, in business, data science is employed in carrying out survey, interpreting the
feedback and presenting it in such a way that business owners can take appropriate decision.
In data science, basic knowledge of statistics, computing, software such as SQL, Google analytics
etc. are essential.
And just like every other skill, data science can be learnt.

Reading

It’s true they say readers are leaders and the average CEO according to research reads about 30
books per year. So as a fresh graduate that has decided to fling your books away and never read
even a signboard... great...
You might not need your handouts anymore but you still need your head to see you through life
after school and how far can you go if not what you know. Learn to read books, relevant articles,
social media posts and grow your knowledge bank.
That’s why we at Transformend share relevant posts that enlighten the mind and will soon be
starting a book review club to help instill a reading culture in young people.
And permit me to say, none of the skill listed above can become part of your skillset without you
doing the needful which is reading. Read books that would increase your financial intelligence
(obviously that isn’t taught in school, read books that would strengthen your decision making
ability. By all means keep learning.

Now you have seen the skillset you can easily learn, the next question is then how do I learn one.
How do you learn these skillsets or another?
 Develop an interest for any skill you want to learn.
Learning and mastery of anything starts with an interest, this will sponsor and help you maintain
a steady motivation through the learning period,
 Get the necessary basic materials needed for any skill you want to learn.
Each skill has its own basic materials to get you started, to learn any skill you need to get it basic
material(s)
 Get a teacher either online or offline
whichever that works for you, sign up for free classes and pay for master classes. There is always
a price to pay for knowledge.
 Be ready to learn, unlearn and relearn.
 Grow in the secret. Practice! Practice !! practice!!!

The next question is how do I make money from any of these skills or your current skill?
The end goal of every one learning a skill is not just for the love or necessity alone but for the ends
meet part of reality. So it’s important that while you learn or dive deep in any skill that you also
get the required idea or knowledge to get handsome reward for your abilities.
Few tips to get you earning from these skillsets or another
 Go public with your craft
your craft is only in your pocket if no one knows about it. Go public on your social media handles
and show off what you are into, people will take note.
 Start with free and cheap jobs
A teacher of mine suggested, be ready to do free jobs for people for a start, the idea is to build
loyalist, grow yourself and with time you can place price tag on your ability and they won’t help
but pay you.
 Leverage on relationship
I recently learnt that people recommend you not cos you are the best per say (not to play down on
excellence in any way) but for the sake of trust, relationship.

FINALLY, I can’t possibly tell you how much you can earn in a month from any of the skill cos
there are so many factor to consider. But there are big names in this league that earn up to six
figures, some five figures dependent on their strategy and network. But the fact is a starter the goal
shouldn’t be to make all the money but to grow and master the craft, the money will sure flow in
direction it should. Don’t go about trying to learn all or jumping from one to another, covert one
and give it your best.

SO HERE YOU HAVE IT, A GIFT TO YOU.
HOPE IT HAS SPURRED YOU TO TAKE ACTION.
FOR ALL THE SKILLS MENTIONED, YOU CAN LEARN AND EARN.
SO WHY NOT USE THIS ISOLATION PERIOD TO LEARN AND GO DEEP
ON ANY SKILL OF YOUR CHOICE.

…. SEE YOU AT THE TOP….
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